The present paper deals with analysis, generalizations and unifications of the latest group of powerful image compression techniques: fractal image compression with Iterated Function Systems (IFS), Culik's compression with finite automata and Shapiro's embedded coding of wavelet coefficients using zerotrees. All three techniques achieve premium results by exploiting properties of self-similarity of typical images. In more precise terms, they all rely on the fact that parts of image representations at different resolutions may in some sense be similar. Therefore, a higher-resolution representation may be rather accurately predicted from a low-resolution one. This is a unifying, common concept of these seemingly dissimilar compression techniques, which may not be apparent due to particular terminologies each of the methods uses. Besides the common concept, these methods turn out to be even more tightly related, to the point of algorithmical reducibility of one technique to another. The goal of the present paper is to demonstrate these relations.
capable yet undeservingly underrepresented method giving spectacular results. The Culik's method is thus derived from an alternative exact representation of an image as a single "fat" pixel, which gets stretched and smeared during repeated expansion operations, until it covers the whole area of the original picture. Finite state machines etc. devices are not used in this interpretation (although they are mentioned as a technique to efficiently store the expansion matrices, which are very sparse).
The paper demonstrates an algorithm by which an IFS is precisely rendered in terms of projection matrices of Culik's method. Although these techniques appear to function in opposite ways (an IFS iteration shrinks the image iterated upon, while a Culik's iteration expands it), the reduction of one to the other is indeed possible, with both iterations producing identical results at all steps up to the final reconstructed image. This transformation also allows us to demonstrate in precise terms how self-similarity of a part of an image gives rise to a zerotree of corresponding wavelet coefficients. In other words, the paper proves that if an image or a part of it can be adequately represented by an IFS, every zero/insignificant wavelet coefficient in its decomposition is a root of a zerotree branch. That is, if a wavelet coefficient at some particular resolution turns out to be zero (exactly or within some tolerance), all the child coefficients, at finer resolutions, will be zero as well (exactly or within the same tolerance).
common predictorkorrector, applied vertically through different layers of a multiresolutional decomposition, rather than within the same view. This interpretation leads to an insight into the evolution of image compression techniques: from a causal single-layer prediction, to non-causal same-view predictions (wavelet decomposition among others) and to a causal cross-layer prediction (zerotrees, Culik's method). A non-causal crosslevel prediction appears to be the next step. Will someone take it?
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